The Facts—and the Myths—About Liberty Lobby & the IHR

When The SPOTLIGHT warned patriots on June 30, 1986 that long-time “patriotic activist” Roy Bullock was really a deep-cover operative for the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) more than a few of Bullock’s many “friends” in the populist movement said The SPOTLIGHT was “crazy.” Seven years later The SPOTLIGHT was vindicated when Bullock was unmasked by the ADL spy scandal in San Francisco. Now, it’s happening all over again. But seven years may be too long to wait for the truth to come out...

For nearly thirty years, patriots across America thought that gregarious and charming Roy Bullock, a San Francisco businessman, was a patriot just like them. Bullock went religiously to patriotic meetings all over the country and assisted patriots in their work, but all along he was a paid spy for the ADL. It was The SPOTLIGHT that finally blew the whistle on Bullock and, according to Bullock himself, began the unmasking of the ADL’s criminal spy operations in San Francisco and around the country.

Now, there’s an even more ominous figure who is subverting the populist movement from within and The SPOTLIGHT’s warnings about his activities are again being ignored by some otherwise sensible patriots.

Will it take seven more years (as in the Bullock affair) before the proof about Andrew Evered Allen finally comes to light—after it’s already too late?

Who is Andrew Allen? Why should Liberty Lobby Board of Policy (BOP) members be concerned about his activities? These questions and more will be answered in thorough detail in this special report.

Andrew Allen is the shadowy veteran covert intelligence operative who (at the behest of his behind-the-scenes sponsors) orchestrated the illegal seizure of the assets and inventory of the California-based Institute for Historical Review; and then 1) using the resulting controversy over control of the IHR as the linchpin, instigated the March 22, 1995 SWAT-team raid on the West Coast office of Liberty Lobby. The violent raid, which cost the taxpayers of bankrupt Orange County, California some $400,000 (including the use of a helicopter) was conducted for the ostensible purpose of uncovering “loot” that Allen’s henchmen claimed Liberty Lobby founder Willis Carto allegedly “embezzled” from the IHR.

Allen is now financing fully seven different lawsuits involving Liberty Lobby and other patriotic institutions for the precise purpose of draining their resources. He has spent upwards of $300,000 so far in this pursuit. Allen’s ultimate goal is the destruction of Liberty Lobby, the backbone of the patriotic movement in America. Unless Allen is stopped, he may ultimately succeed.

Over the last ten years, Allen has been ingratiating himself with grass-roots Americans in the populist and historical revisionist movement, but behind the scenes he has been working with Israel’s Mossad. From running “supplies” to the lucrative Mossad-controlled drug-and-guns-smuggling networks in the Middle East to orchestrating operations against the nationalistic military government of Burma (See accompanying stories), Allen’s tricks are to give money (probably Mossad money, no less) to sincere patriots and tell them he supports their efforts. In that way, some have been taken in by Allen and they find it hard to believe he’s not really “on their side.” But intelligence agents just like Allen have a long history of stirring up dissent and confusion in the patriotic movement and in the past several years that’s precisely what Allen’s been doing. And many patriots are still being fooled by his slick “line.”

It’s impossible to say precisely whether Allen is CIA or FBI or Mossad or some combination thereof. In the strange world of intelligence (which the Mossad’s mole in the CIA, the late James Angleton, called “a wilderness of mirrors”) it’s anyone’s guess! Often-times covert operatives wear several hats and work for several different “sponsors.”

Allen, in short, is a member of what former intelligence operative Col. L. Fletcher Prouty has described as “the Secret Team.” That Allen, a self-described “liberal Republican,” would be part and parcel of the murky world of the Secret Team is actually no surprise, considering the long-time image of the high-toned Establishment-oriented nature of the world of the so-called “old boy” network of the CIA and its forerunner, the OSS whose acronym, its critics said, stood for “Oh, So Social.”

It is vital that Allen be thoroughly exposed so that his efforts may be stopped dead. The purpose of this special issue of Liberty Letter is to explain, in thorough detail, once and for all, the facts about Allen’s role in this ongoing tragedy and clear up the myths and the confusion that his activities have created.

ABOUT THIS SPECIAL REPORT...

On November 26, 1996 Judge Runston D. Maino of the Superior Court of California levied a judgment of $2,650,000 on Liberty Lobby and $6,430,000 on its treasurer, Willis A. Carto. The judgment is the result of a suit filed in July, 1994 against Carto, Liberty Lobby and other defendants for alleged conversion of assets (see above). In 1985, the late Jean Farrel had bequeathed the assets in controversy to Carso’s care for disposition to populist causes as Carso saw fit. However, Maino decided that Carso had no right to dispose of the funds in the fashion he did, even though Carso was operating under a written agreement with the directors of the parent company of the Institute for Historical Review (IHR) that left the matter to Carso’s discretion. Maino ignored this contract as if it did not exist even though the contract was sanctified by a formal vote by the board of directors four days after it was agreed upon.

The four employees, in league with other conspirators, then began filing a series of lawsuits against Carto, Liberty Lobby and other defendants.

This special report explains, in thorough detail, the circumstances leading up to the IHR coup and the events that followed, culminating in Judge Maino’s decision. The report itself is an exact photographic reproduction of an issue of Liberty Lobby’s newsletter, Liberty Letter, sent to the populist Institution’s Board of Policy members as a “wrap” accompanying the March 4, 1996 issue of The SPOTLIGHT. Although the masthead and mailing date printed on the original have been deleted to make room for this special introduction, not a single word in the report has been changed. Liberty Lobby’s position on this controversy has been consistent.
Many Factors Manipulated

The calculated destruction of the California-based Institute for Historical Review (IHR) and the resulting intrigue that ensnared Liberty Lobby was a high-level intelligence operation with far-reaching connections to not only the CIA but also Mossad's intelligence agency, the Mossad. The conspiracy was multi-level in nature and took advantage of some factors that evolved on their own. Although Andrew Allen was the prime operational mover behind the IHR takeover, there were other elements at work. Here, for the first time, is the description of the conspiracy that led up to the IHR take-over operation with far-reaching connections to actively recruiting someone to take Weber's decent job he had ever had in his 45 years. He discerned. Although a competent writer and lacking and IHR foiuider Willis Carto was the first time, is a description of the moustache and hair style—revealed to with the IHR was the only paying job he ever not only the CIA but also Israel's intelligence leader" was on the line and was thus easily Imminent and he was determined to preserve his participation in that coup. The explanation as to how IHR Journal manipulators, Hulsy pocketed money that the late Jean Edison Fairel had bequeathed to Willis Carto's care (See accompanying story). Ultimately, following his participation in that coup. The IHR in the conspiracy points to theistory of a bizarre cult leader—the so-called "Wizard of Oz"—in the IHR affair, it is worth pointing out that there are those who believe that this cult is an outgrowth (or perhaps even a creation) of the CIA's infamous mind control operations launched after World War II. These mind control experiments which have been widely publicized by the late Robert J. Thompson is a familiar name to those in the German legal system, in return for the "Wizard"... extensive training in the psychology of mind control and brainwashing. With the level influence of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADL) had not been brought to bear. The evidence is that a secret agreement was reached between the IHR's high-secretive and dictatorial leader, a shadowy figure whose critics call him "The Wizard of Oz", in return for the "Wizard"... his participation in that coup. Although the conspiracy had been set in motion early in 1995, Liberty Letter has learned that months before Marcellus, at Allen's direction, surfaced the coup on October 1, 1993. Balic spoke openly about the impending coup as though it were a fait accompli. Balic is believed to be a full-time covert operative for the cult's famed "international intelligence and dirty-tricks network that rivals even that of the ADL but which is now, obviously, working in tandem with the Mossad. (As an item of peculiar note: One well-known hero of revisionists who is very familiar with Balic and spent much time in his country over a period of several years was intrigued to learn of Balic's cult connection because he had become convinced on his own that Balic was a Mossad operative. This, of course, is also a distinct possibility, inasmuch as covert operatives frequently wear several hats, working for a number of intelligence organizations simultaneously.)

CIA, MOSSAD, CULTS...

In reference to the peculiar role of a bizarre cult leader—the so-called "Wizard of Oz"—in the IHR affair, it is worth pointing out that there are those who believe that this cult is an outgrowth (or perhaps even a creation) of the CIA's infamous mind control operations launched after World War II. These mind control experiments which have been widely publicized by the late Robert J. Thompson is a familiar name to those in the German legal system, in return for the "Wizard"... extensive training in the psychology of mind control and brainwashing. With the level influence of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADL) had not been brought to bear. The evidence is that a secret agreement was reached between the IHR's high-secretive and dictatorial leader, a shadowy figure whose critics call him "The Wizard of Oz", in return for the "Wizard"... his participation in that coup. Although the conspiracy had been set in motion early in 1995, Liberty Letter has learned that months before Marcellus, at Allen's direction, surfaced the coup on October 1, 1993. Balic spoke openly about the impending coup as though it were a fait accompli. Balic is believed to be a full-time covert operative for the cult's famed "international intelligence and dirty-tricks network that rivals even that of the ADL but which is now, obviously, working in tandem with the Mossad. (As an item of peculiar note: One well-known hero of revisionists who is very familiar with Balic and spent much time in his country over a period of several years was intrigued to learn of Balic's cult connection because he had become convinced on his own that Balic was a Mossad operative. This, of course, is also a distinct possibility, inasmuch as covert operatives frequently wear several hats, working for a number of intelligence organizations simultaneously.)

ALLEN'S FIRST STOOGES

After an emeritus former Institute for Historical Review staff member, David McCalnden, was fired from the IHR, Andrew Allen began financing his activities. During the same period McCalnden was also collaborating closely with another San Francisco "revisionist," Roy Bullock, later exposed as an ADL spy. Under the tutelage of the two operatives, McCalnden launched a baseless propaganda campaign against the IHR that had all the earmarks of a high-level intelligence operation. Since the IHR coup, the cult has sought to sow discord among the media reports were), pointing out that the IHR was a primary worldwide source of revisionist literature. So there are at least two known reasons why the cult became involved in the IHR affair: The answer is that the cult had two interests in so doing: First of all, on October 1, 1993—the very day that Tom Marcellus, in league with Andrew Allen, "terminated" Willis Carto's relationship with the IHR—the IHR granted the cult a tax exemption (which the cult had sought for 30 years) worth millions of dollars to its wide-ranging, multi-faced international operations—a worldwide corporate empire with its own intelligence network. This tax exemption could never have been granted unless the high-level influence of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADL) had not been brought to bear. The evidence is that a secret agreement was reached between the IHR's high-secretive and dictatorial leader, a shadowy figure whose critics call him "The Wizard of Oz", in return for the "Wizard"... his participation in that coup. Although the conspiracy had been set in motion early in 1995, Liberty Letter has learned that months before Marcellus, at Allen's direction, surfaced the coup on October 1, 1993. Balic spoke openly about the impending coup as though it were a fait accompli. Balic is believed to be a full-time covert operative for the cult's famed "international intelligence and dirty-tricks network that rivals even that of the ADL but which is now, obviously, working in tandem with the Mossad. (As an item of peculiar note: One well-known hero of revisionists who is very familiar with Balic and spent much time in his country over a period of several years was intrigued to learn of Balic's cult connection because he had become convinced on his own that Balic was a Mossad operative. This, of course, is also a distinct possibility, inasmuch as covert operatives frequently wear several hats, working for a number of intelligence organizations simultaneously.)
The raid on LIBERTY LOBBY's West Coast office (located in the home of LIBERTY LOBBY founder WILLA A. CARTO) was spurred by a criminal complaint filed against WILLA CARTO at ANDREW ALLEN's direction by IHR employees MARK WEBER and TOM MARELLIS. The two falsely alleged that CARTO and other IHR members "embezzled" money from the Legion for the Survival of Freedom (LSF), the corporate parent of the IHR. (For more on the LSF, see "The Embezzled Act," another SPOTLIGHT issue.)

The funds allegedly "embezzled" by CARTO were left to CARTO's heirs for disposition as he deemed best by the late Jean EDISON FARRIS, a grand-niece of the late AMERICAN politician THOMAS EDISON, inventor of the incandescent light bulb. The ad was placed in the West Coast paper of the Legion.

Miss Farris, along with other members of her family, including the late Governor Charles Edison of New Jersey (son of the inventor) was long-time supporters of LIBERTY LOBBY, dating back as early as the founding of the institution by WILLA CARTO in 1955. (Governor Edison himself would not have a hostile relationship with the Legion to the point that board membership was opened to all Americans of legal age who swore to the loyalty to the U.S. Constitution.) Through their association with LIBERTY LOBBY, the Edison family members because friends with WILLA CARTO and his wife, Elisabeth, and followed the work of LIBERTY LOBBY with interest.

FARRIS was approached by Willis CARTO, the lawyer of his former wife, to discuss the legal issues that had arisen during his divorce from Elisabeth and the division of their assets. The EATEN (now DEFENDER) was mentioned as a possible recipient of some of the assets. Under the circumstances, the neighbor received critical backing in her effort from the ADL and other high-level forces that wanted to prevent CARTO from gaining control of the estate.

Indicative of the ADL's immense concern with the affair is the fact that one of the attorneys deployed by the ADL was none other than HOWARD SCAVENGER, one of the most powerful Zionist legal "fixers" operating in the world today. LIBERTY LOBBY has learned, additionally, that during two trips that CARTO made to Switzerland to settle the estate, he was under close surveillance by the Mossad. LIBERTY LOBBY got this information directly from a friendly source right in our own State Department.

At the time of Miss Farris's death, her neighbor had it to claim to the entirety of the Farris estate, including the funds donated by WILLA CARTO and his wife, Elisabeth, and the bequest of theEATEN. This was possible thanks to the neighbor's family ties to the CARTO family and the neighbor's personal relationship with WILLA CARTO.

FARRIS died in 1988, and the neighbor's estate has remained undistributed to this day. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several million dollars, and the neighbor has attempted to sell the estate to the ADL in order to continue paying Mark WEBER and Greg RAVEN, the remaining IHR staff members, and to continue with their independent ventures, safe from any possible legal action against the ADL. The neighbor's estate was valued at several milli...
Mark Weber's Lies Exposed

On September 10, 1995 a special report (pictured here) was released. The report outlined the multi-faceted links between Andrew E. Allen, prime mover in the campaign to destroy Liberty Lobby and the IHR, and both the CIA and its collaborators in Israel's Mossad. Although Allen portrays publically as a "revisionist* and a lawyer and real estate entrepreneur, the San Francisco-based operative, the Noontide Press, operated under the bylaws (officially recognized by the state of Texas), Mr. Carto with Mrs. Furr had the ultimate, uncontrollable right of responsibility to appoint the members of board of directors.

Under no circumstances, then, could Carto be "removed" or terminated as the IHR employee/conspirators attempted to do in their illicit, backtage coup d'etat on October 1, 1993 when Allen's benchmen advised both Willis Carto and his wife Elisabeth, who functioned as the IHR's unpaid comptroller and disbursements officer, that their association with the IHR had been unilaterally terminated by the new (and bogus) "board of directors" secretly established under Andrew Allen's direction on September 24, 1993.

Although Carto never served as a paid employee of the IHR itself (but did serve, at times, as a designated legal agent for the IHR and its parent company) it was well-known-most widely publicized by even the ADL itself-that Carto was the founder of, chief fundraiser for, and guiding force behind the IHR and the actual chief of operations for the LSF. Despite all this, the IHR conspirators are now claiming that the IHR founder's relationship with the IHR was--in William Weber's outrageous and lying words--"peripheral at best," and that he and his wife, Elisabeth, were only insignificant "volunteers" who were somehow attempting to exert authority over the LSF/IHR in an illegal, covert fashion in violation of the corporate by-laws.

Allen's legal directors of the IHR, with Carto of direct board, brought suit against the illicit take-over of the LSF by the paid staff members, a California state court issued an ambiguous ruling that completely failed to resolve the matter. Now, however, a Texas court (which has far more formal actual legal jurisdiction over the matter) has ruled that a suit filed on Carto behalf by the legitimate IHR board should go forward. Ironically, the Texas ruling was being handed down at the very moment as the ransacking of Liberty Lobby's West Coast office was taking place.

Allen's CIA, Mossad Ties Outlined

Perhaps even more intriguing is Allen's involvement in the joint CIA-Mossad sponsored covert (and overt) operations designed to bring down the populist military regime that rules in Burma. What Allen did not say was that he was also the founder of this little-known foundation which bears the precise name of the myriad front groups established by the CIA and the Mossad for their operations.

Why would Allen and his sponsors in the CIA and the Mossad be interested in Burma? The fact is that the nationalist regime in Burma is struggling to withstand the onslaught of the international financial community and has rejected CIA and Mossad influence in the nation's affairs. This is of particular concern to the Mossad since the previous government of Burma had been a pliable tool of Israel until a nationalist regime came to power in Burma. As a consequence, the new Myanmar government has been targeted for removal by the Mossad. Joining Allen in targeting Myanmar is the Soros Foundation. In his latest book, "Burma is Stuggling to withstand the onslaught of the International financial community and has rejected CIA and Mossad influence in the nation's affairs."


Extra copies of this issue of Liberty Letter are also available at the price of $4 for ten copies.

Anatomy of a Conspiracy

(Continued From Page A-3)

having been burned upon the face and neck.

In the aftermath, as part of their public relations offensive to explain their disdial and criminal actions, Allen and his patriots began making the claim that Willis Carto had misrepresented and "embezzled" funds that they claimed were earmarked for the IHR, referring specifically to those funds that had been left to Carto's wife Jean Furr.

Finally, in February, 1995, as their legal battle began to collapse and as their financial support began to dwindle with the truth about their conspiracy being exposed, Allen and his associates cast about for some new development to keep the IHR alive. The circle was complete when Furr's false legal advice led to their resignations.

Although Carto himself actually only served as an officer on the LSF board for a short period in the 1960's, he was at all times a member of the corporation—in legal parlance, a "substitute incorporator." In